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Optical Fiber in the Living Unit
The advantages of indoor ONTs have a created a need to place fiber inside living units.
The challenge: installing the fiber invisibly with no disruption to residents.
By Anurag Jain and John George / OFS

D

uring a recent fiber-to-the-home
installation in Brazil, installers heard
feedback that has become familiar
over the years. “We don’t want to see it,” said
an 18-year-old resident, firmly paraphrasing his
mother’s instructions to the installers. And he
added another requirement often heard from
residents in solid concrete buildings: “There can
be no drilling or damage to any of the walls.”
After the installers promptly explained the
process and showed the InvisiLight indoor
optical fiber kit, the young resident had no
difficulty understanding the simple process or
envisioning the attractive result, and he gave the
installer the green light to proceed under his
watchful eye.
Fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) and fiber-to-thebusiness (FTTB) deployments are accelerating
globally, and 147 million subscribers are now
fiber-connected. The current trend is to install
optical fiber inside a living unit to an indoor
optical network terminal (ONT), which
requires fiber in the home (FITH).
OFS launched the InvisiLight solution in
2012 to enable fast, virtually invisible fiber

Running fiber to an ONT centrally located
inside a residence enables the provision of
excellent Wi-Fi coverage and bandwidth to
many in-home devices.
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installation to indoor ONTs. Today there are
more than 50,000 InvisiLight installations
worldwide in multiple-dwelling-unit properties,
residential single-family units and business
premises. An indoor solution of this kind
differentiates a provider’s service offering,
improves subscriber acceptance (which yields a
higher take rate) and speeds up time to revenue
for the service provider.
Figure 1 shows an example of an InvisiLight
installation map and actual provider installation
pictures.
ADVANTAGES OF FIBER IN THE
HOME
Service providers are increasingly locating an
ONT inside each living unit to help meet the
growing need for speed. Many providers now
deliver a gigabit connection to each subscriber,
and some plan to offer 10 Gbps connections in
the next generation. Content providers, such as
Netflix, recommend a 25 Mbps connection to
accommodate a single 4K video stream. Soon to
come is 8K video, with possibly 50 to 100 Mbps
recommended per stream.
In addition, the number of connected
devices per home is projected to quadruple in
the next five years, and even more bandwidth
will be needed per device for consumer and
business applications. The number of devices
that will support streaming video, voice, security
video surveillance, data, gaming or home and
appliance automation is projected to increase
from five today to 20 per household by 2020.
Cost and wireless coverage are also driving
fiber into the home. When fiber is run to an
JULY 2015

Figure 1: (a) InvisiLight installation map example; (b) InvisiLight installation examples

indoor ONT centrally located in a
residence, a co-located wireless router
can provide excellent coverage and
bandwidth to a large number of inhome devices. Compared with placing
ONTs outdoors, this approach allows
the use of lower-cost, non-hardened
ONTs and enables much easier access

to electrical power. Using indoor
ONTs offers the option to integrate an
ONT, a residential gateway and even a
wireless router into one device.
How can a service provider get
fiber into a living unit cost-effectively,
and how can it persuade subscribers to
accept this arrangement?
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continuous adhesive bead to confine and
protect the fiber. Many service providers
have determined this to be the optimum
approach for many subscribers.

Figure 2: InvisiLight installation steps and benefits

FTTH solutions consist of central
office or headend components, outside
plant and drop cables that take optical
fiber to homes or buildings. There is no
cookie cutter solution for FTTH, as
each deployment has unique needs, and
FITH is no exception. Although in some
living units, an indoor ONT location
may be optimally reached by ultra-bendinsensitive 3 mm cords pulled through
existing conduit or behind open walls
to outlets, many others don’t have such
pathways accessible. Ducts may not exist
or may be blocked; walls may be solid or
filled with obstacles.
When no pathways were available,
installers typically tried to staple
5 mm-diameter cables to walls inside
living units, but this caused another
major problem: Up to 15 percent of
prospective subscribers canceled service
orders because of the visual appearance
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of the cables. This cost service providers
revenue and wasted truck rolls.
The OFS innovation team
considered many options to address this
pain point, and they eventually created
a solution that blends seamlessly with
the décor, is fast and easy to install,
provides reliable service and is happily
accepted by subscribers. The solution
uses a process similar to caulking
to attach a tiny fiber in the grooves
between ceilings and walls, baseboards
and walls, and corners between walls.
The fiber used has the best available
tight bending performance (2.5 mm
radius) to wrap around what can be
dozens of corners along a path to an
ONT without breaking or incurring
service-disrupting bend loss.
The resulting solution, called
InvisiLight, enables easy, reliable fiber
installation in these pathways using a
www.broadbandcommunities.com
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A SIMPLE INSTALLATION
PROCESS
The installation process is simple and
intuitive. First, an installer places a small
module, called a spool module, near the
desired ONT location – usually close to
a power outlet. The installer then presses
a small spool of factory-terminated EZBend 900 micron buffered fiber onto an
axle in the spool module and pulls one
of the connectors to spool out enough
fiber to reach another small module
placed where fiber enters the living unit.
The spool module includes auto slack
management so one spool part number
can support fiber lengths up to 132 feet.
Next, the installer lays a safe,
water-based adhesive bead along the
pathway and presses the fiber into
the adhesive so it’s fully secured and
protected along its entire length. The
spool module is then connected into
an ONT, which is usually paired with
a wireless router or a set-top box. The
adhesive dries clear within 30 minutes
without leaving any stains. The optical
fiber itself is tiny (less than 1 mm in
diameter) and blends into the décor as
it is nearly invisible to the human eye.
It can be painted or caulked over if the
subscriber chooses to do so.
This simple process can place
fiber deep into a living unit without
disrupting the décor or the resident
and is very quick for installers. Because
installation requires only simple skills,
service providers have flexibility in
utilizing an existing workforce or
outsourcing, and they can minimize
training costs by adopting the intuitive
process shown in Figure 2, which
installers easily learn by watching a
training video.
COMPARISON OF INDOOR
SOLUTIONS
OFS introduced the InvisiLight solution
in 2012 after considering many different
possibilities for installing optical fiber
inside living units. InvisiLight does not
require electrical power or batteries, it
uses a reliable adhesive system and it has

InvisiLight fiber can be peeled back from
the wall, if necessary, without damaging
the surface.

been tested to ensure that the fiber stays
in place and maintains an attractive
appearance after aging and exposure to
light and cleaning fluids.
In the rare cases in which optical
fiber has to be removed or rerouted
(for example, minor wall repairs),
InvisiLight fiber can be peeled back
using a simple process without
damaging the surface. In addition, it
can be passed through or behind walls.
Table 1 compares several indoor
fiber solutions on the market on several
key attributes, based on published
information. Readers can determine
which factors are most important for
them and choose the most appropriate
solutions to fit their needs.

happy new subscriber, joining tens of
thousands of others worldwide. v

South Africa report that their lowskilled installers can be quickly trained
to complete an installation in about 30
minutes or less, depending upon the
size and type of living unit.
Fiber-connected subscribers are
forecast to increase to 600 million in 10
years, and indoor ONTs are becoming
the norm. Now there is a simple,
accepted, virtually invisible, robust
solution available to connect these users
to gigabit speeds.
“The installation is amazing. I
cannot even see it,” exclaimed the

ADOPTION HAS JUST BEGUN
Multiple service providers in the United
States, Canada, South America and

Anurag Jain is the marketing manager
responsible for the FOX Solution Fiber to
the Home and Business portfolio at OFS.
He can be reached at ajain@ofsoptics.
com. John George is director of solutions
and professional services at OFS. He can
be reached at johngeorge@ofsoptics.com.
Please visit OFS at www.ofsoptics.com to
learn more about the FOX Solution, case
studies and information on fiber to and
into the home.

ATTRIBUTES

INVISILIGHT
SOLUTION

TAPE SOLUTION

THERMAL
SOLUTION

TAPE CLIP/ADHESIVE
SOLUTION

Year Introduced

2012

2010

2014

2013

Size / Décor Impact

0.9 mm
Negligible

8 mm
Significant

0.9 mm
Negligible

0.9 mm
Negligible

Fiber Attachment

Adhesive along entire length

Tape along entire length

Precoated, field-heated
adhesive along entire length

Fiber suspended between
numerous tape-backed clips
and adhesive dots.

Handheld tool applies very
thin bead. Fiber is pressed
into adhesive, dries clear.

Handheld applicator presses
tape into place while peeling
backing. Wings of tape are cut
out at corners.

Handheld heating and
application tool
(230 degrees F)

Clips are pressed on, and fiber
is pressed into clips. Adhesive
tubes are used to apply dots to
fiber between clips.

Facilitates passing
through or behind walls

Yes

No

No

No

Power required

No

No

Yes – batteries, typically
changed or recharged after
each installation

No

Installation time

1X

2X

1.3X

1X

Repositionable

Yes

Not recommended

Yes

Yes

2.5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tools and
Attachment Process

Fiber minimum bend
radius (smaller is better)
Paintable
Plug and play,
both ends factory
terminated and tested

Yes – facilitated by auto slack
management on spool

No – requires field-mounted No – requires field-mounted
connector or fusion splice and connector or fusion splice and
associated precision tooling
associated precision tooling

No – requires field-mounted
connector or fusion splice and
associated precision tooling

Table 1: Comparison of several indoor fiber solutions currently on the market
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